FDEP Pollution Incident Reporting Rule
On November 15, 2016, the Florida Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP) published its Notice of
Change and Statement of Estimated Regulatory Costs (SERC) regarding its proposed rule on “notice of
pollution.” The Notice includes additional changes to the agency’s November 4, 2016, draft proposed rule,
which was the subject of a rule adoption hearing conducted by FDEP from November 7 through 9. The Notice
of Change reflects the agency’s revised rule proposal. The following information is intended to assist entities
in evaluating this revised rule proposal in comparison to FDEP’s Emergency Rule and original Proposed Rule.
Provided first are some observations followed by a summary of FDEP’s revised proposed rule.
Observations














On November 18, 2016, Associated Industries of Florida, Florida Retail Federation, Florida Trucking
Association, National Federation of Independent Business, and Florida Farm Bureau Federation jointly
filed a legal challenge to the FDEP rule. The rule challenge hearing is currently scheduled for December
20, 2016. Under Florida’s Administrative Procedure Act (APA), the FDEP rule will not be legally
effective until completion of the legal challenge (and any related appeals). That legal process could
result in additional changes to FDEP’s rule. In accordance with Florida’s APA, the current Emergency
Rule will remain in effect until completion of the legal proceedings challenging FDEP’s rule. As you are
aware, the Emergency Rule is extremely broad and vague as outlined in detail in correspondence from
Hopping Green & Sams to FDEP dated September 29, 2016 (attached).
FDEP responded favorably to concerns regarding the reporting triggers/thresholds.
FDEP declined to incorporate the streamlined website/listserve process for providing notice as
suggested by a number of regulated interests in a Lower Cost Regulatory Alternative dated October 19,
2016 (attached).
The rule only tasks FDEP with receiving information and instituting enforcement actions as
circumstances dictate; the agency otherwise plays no specified role.
General notice to the public will still be filtered by the news media.
The rule does not include any specific process for a regulated entity to retract or clarify an incorrectly
reported incident.
The rule does not provide any protection for admissions against interest.
The options for providing actual notice to property owners do not include posting signs or using door
hangers which may create notification difficulties for abandoned or unoccupied property.
FDEP attempted to limit the guesswork associated with characterizing potential risk to human health,
welfare, or property by now only requiring available toxicological information and recommend
precautions associated with the release as specified in a material safety data sheet or comparable
information source published by OSHA or CDC.
FDEP deleted the ambiguous requirement to provide direct notice to “potentially affected areas”;
instead, “off-site notice” is required only to the owners of the lands “at which the substance is
present” (as well as the FDEP and local government). This should remove some of the notification
guesswork, particularly for air-related releases or discharges to surface waters.



FDEP’s SERC asserts that “there are no regulatory costs associated with this rule.” Accordingly, FDEP
determined that the rule was not likely to cost $1 million in the aggregate within 5 years, and thus
legislative ratification is not required.
FDEP Rule Summary

Reporting Triggers





Improves upon the Emergency Rule and Proposed Rule by significantly clarifying types of “pollution” to
be reported.
“Reportable releases” (to outdoor air, land, or waters of the state) at an installation are those not
authorized by law which are discovered after the effective date of the rule and are:
o Reportable to the State Watch Office under FDEP rules, permits, orders, and variances;
o Discharges to the environment from a regulated underground or aboveground storage tank
reportable to FDEP or its contracted county under current FDEP rules (Rules 62-76.450(3) and
62-762.451(3));
o Noncompliance with an Underground Injection Control permit which may endanger health or
the environment (Rule 62-528.307(1)(x));
o Releases of a hazardous substance at or above the reportable quantity established in federal
rules under the Superfund law; or
o Releases of an extremely hazardous substance at or above the reportable quantity established
in federal rules under the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know law.
The scope of reportable releases is much narrower than the broad and ambiguous Emergency Rule.
For instance, an NPDES permit violation is not a reportable release if (a) it is not reportable to the State
Watch Office, and (b) it does not pose an immediate danger to the public health, safety or welfare.

Notification Process






Fundamentally the same as the Emergency Rule and Proposed Rule although some clarification on the
level of risk evaluation needed for follow-up notice.
Initial Notice within 24 hours of discovery or occurrence to:
o FDEP (pollution.notice@dep.state.fl.us) (via electronic delivery);
o The county commission chair and the county administrator, if facility is not in municipal
boundaries (via electronic delivery or hand-delivery);
o The mayor and city manager, if the installation is in a municipality (via electronic delivery or
hand-delivery); and
o The general public via notification to a local newspaper and at least one local broadcast
television affiliate (ABC, NBC, CBS, Fox) (via electronic delivery or hand-delivery).
Follow-up Notice within 48 hours of discovery or occurrence to:
o Same recipients (and corresponding delivery method) as for initial notice.
Off-Site Notice within 24 hours of becoming aware that a substance is present (at any quantity or
level) outside the property boundaries of the installation to:
o Owners of land at which substance is present (via mail, electronic delivery, or hand-delivery);
o FDEP (pollution.notice@dep.state.fl.us) (via electronic delivery);

o
o

Applicable local government officials per initial notice requirements (via electronic or handdelivery); and
If substance is present in outdoor air or surface waters of the state, notice to general public
via local broadcast television affiliate and local newspaper (via electronic or hand-delivery)
serves as notice to owners of land outside the installation property boundaries.

Notice Content


Initial Notice (to the extent known at the time of notice)
o Name and address of the installation where release occurred
o Name and title of reporting person and relationship to the installation
o Identification number of any FDEP permits, registrations, etc. that are relevant to the reportable
release
o Contact person and telephone number for further information
o Substance released
o Estimated quantity of substance released and substance recovered
o Cause or source of release
o Location of the release
o Date, time, and duration of release
o Medium into which substance was released (e.g. land, water, air)
o Identification of other persons notified, under the rule, of the release
o Other information the reporting party wishes to include to assist in the protection of human
health, welfare, or property



Follow-Up Notice (to the extent known at the time of notice)
o Whether released substance is migrating or has migrated outside the installation property
boundaries
o Off-site location(s) where the released substance has migrated
o To the extent available, toxicological information and recommended precautions associated with
the release as specified on a material safety data sheet or comparable information source
published by OSHA or CDC



Off-Site Notice
o All information required for initial and follow-up notices

Miscellaneous




All notifications must be in writing.
If notices are sent via electronic delivery, single email to multiple parties is acceptable. Each party is
not required to be separately notified.
Failure to provide notification considered a violation of FDEP rule and violators subject to imposition of
penalties.

Should you have any questions regarding this FDEP rule or the status of this rulemaking, please contact David
Childs (davidc@hgslaw.com), Mike Petrovich (mikep@hgslaw.com), or Robert Manning
(robertm@hgslaw.com).

September 29, 2016

Frederick L. Aschauer, Jr.
General Counsel
Florida Department of Environmental Protection
Marjory Stoneman Douglas Building
3900 Commonwealth Boulevard
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-3000

RE:

Public Notice of Pollution Emergency Rule

Dear Mr. Aschauer,

On September 26, 2016, the Florida Department of Environmental Protection issued a notice of
emergency rule that imposes new requirements for providing notice of “pollution” under certain
circumstances. The emergency rule was issued in response to two incidents that were duly
reported to the Department, but for which there was no requirement or specified process to notify
local governments or the general public. It is our understanding that the emergency rule is not
intended to expand the universe of occurrences that require notice; instead, it only identifies
entities that are to receive notice for future incidents and outlines a process for providing that
notice. Department rules are replete with science-based thresholds that establish when an
incident poses a danger to the public health or environment and thus requires notice. This rule
carries forward those scientific evaluations. We believe that the regulated community and the
public would benefit greatly from the Department confirming this understanding.
In addition to addressing this principle issue, we believe that the public and the regulated
community would benefit from the Department’s preparation of detailed guidance regarding the
intended scope and applicability of the rule. Since the issuance of the rule earlier this week, our
law firm has received numerous questions regarding undefined terms in the rule, acceptable
methods of notification to property owners, and other interpretive issues critical to compliance
with the rule. We assimilated those questions and enclosed them herein. It is our hope that
sharing the array of inquiries we have received will assist the Department in preparing guidance
to the regulated community and thus help ensure that the public is timely and appropriately
informed of pollution incidents, as intended by the Department’s emergency rule. 1
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Neither this letter nor the questions contained herein should be interpreted as rendering any opinion concerning the
legal validity of the emergency rule or the related proposed rulemaking.

We appreciate your consideration of these questions and look forward to working with you and
your colleagues on this important issue.
Sincerely,

David W. Childs

Enclosures: Rule Inquiries

The following requested clarifications were assimilated from Florida businesses, electric utilities,
wastewater utilities and water utilities. The questions were categorized and duplicative issues
were combined or removed to the extent possible. Many of these questions will be moot if the
Department confirms our understanding that the rule is not intended to expand the universe of
occurrences that require notice; instead, it only identifies entities that are to receive notice for
future incidents and outlines a process for providing that notice. Department rules are replete
with science-based thresholds that establish when an incident poses a danger to the public health
or environment and thus requires notice. We understand that this rule carries forward those
scientific evaluations. We believe that the regulated community and the public would benefit
greatly from the Department confirming this understanding.
POLLUTION














Does the Department plan to use the definition of “pollution” from 403.031, F.S.?
Does the agency agree that an incident that would not be reportable under current regulations
would not be subject to the emergency rule for public notice of pollution?
Please confirm that it’s not pollution if it’s authorized (e.g., in compliance with a permit
limit), and there is no harm (e.g., in quantities less than DEP guidance).
Can the chapter 403 statutory definition of “pollution” be narrowed for the purpose of
applying this rule in order to better reflect the intent? If there is an inundation of information
/ notification to the public, there may be a lack of concern by the public for “real pollution
threats.”
The incidences which precipitated the Governor’s action both involved significant discharges
involving publicly used resources (drinking water aquifer, local waterways). Therefore, is it
not reasonable to assume that, in the case of unauthorized water discharges, the Governor’s
office and FDEP is solely concerned with pollution events that rise to the level of calling the
State Warning point, which is an already established threshold for public concern within
NPDES permits?
Can FDEP offer specific guidance for thresholds? For example:
o Impact to environment – water body – is there a de minimis? Is there a difference for
various types of unauthorized releases? Does chlorinated water into water body
constitute pollution?
o Is reporting necessary on construction sites, plant sites, etc. that do not flow into waters
of the state or groundwater. What does “atmospheric” constitute?
o Is there a threshold for other compounds/chemicals that are covered under other rules?
o Does H2S from a wastewater collection system constitute as atmospheric pollution? If
so, at what threshold? At an OSHA defined limit for human health?
Does pollution also apply to noise and odors, as these are included in the definition of
pollution in FS 401.031? How should we deal with non-emergency events that could be
interpreted as pollution (i.e. odors for sewage pump stations, wastewater plants, water plants,
landfills)?
If we receive complaint about our lights at our plant, is that reportable?
Does the agency agree that a release of a liquid or solid that is fully contained in containment
or on impermeable surface is not a release to the environment and not subject to the
emergency rule for public notice of pollution as it does not place public health at risk?
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Are incidental spills on the ground reportable? Examples include: fluid spills from vehicles,
e.g. coolant, gasoline oil. Who is responsible for reporting a spill from a party different than
the property owner when there is no contractual relationship? An example is a fuel truck
spilling its contents while driving thru another’s property. Is there a minimum threshold?
Does the agency agree that an air permit exceedance which represents a release in excess of a
permit limit that does not exceed an air quality standard is not subject to the notification and
reporting requirement?
What are the reporting thresholds for things that do not relate to permits? Is it the reportable
quantity?
What if we have a small discharge is on the concrete and recaptured? What if it on the
ground but we do not expect it to affect groundwater?
With regards to WCU or petroleum, if we have a plume that is moving, would that be a new
reporting requirement, if it has not gone offsite and a was pre-emergency rule
discharge? What if it did go off-site? Would the new emergency rule notification procedures
be in effect (in addition to the previous off-site notification requirements).
With respect to SSOs, does the emergency rule only apply to those sanitary sewer spills
which are of 1,000 gallons or greater, or which may threaten the environment or public
health that are now required, under FDEP Rule 62-620, to be immediately reported by a
utility to FDEP through a toll-free, 24-hour hotline? This will insure the public is notified of
a potential impact, but not require utilities to over report which will in turn create undue
public concern in some instances and may lead to a “static effect” where actual issues are
drowned out by the needless reporting of issues that constitute no public health or
environmental risk.
What if 50 gallons of domestic wastewater is spilled from a lift station and flows into a
homeowner’s yard. Does Notification via TV and Newspaper need to be done? Do utilities
maintain discretion?
Is a sewer spill that does not reach a water body considered pollution?
Is a sewer spill in a contained area (such as a pump station or treatment plant) considered
pollution?
Is a sewer spill in a confined area, which is recovered (vacuum trucks, etc.…) considered
pollution?
What about a homeowner/property owner that has a spill on their property – do they have the
same reporting requirements? (If not, this would support the 1,000 gallon trigger rationale).
Also, if untreated domestic wastewater enters a storm water inlet, and we believe it never
reaches a water body due to a prompt responsive action, do we need to write the mayor and
the news media? Property owners?
Would the rule apply to a French drain site that is on city property? An onsite French-Drain
system is basically like a septic system?
We could come up with numerous examples of small-scale discharges of regulated products
well under the reportable quantity, such as a few ounces of hydraulic oil from a piece of
heavy equipment. These do not constitute a risk to human health or the environment, and
would therefore appear to be well beyond the scope of the intent of this regulatory action.
What if the incident is a small diesel spill within a treatment plant that doesn’t leave the
property boundaries, is reporting to the media and elected officials required?
Does the detection of an odor from our plant constitute a reportable event?
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Only groundwater exceedances at the property line are reportable; exceedances within an
established ZOD do not apply;
Would it be safe to say a wastewater spill that is only on the ground and contained would not
require the additional notifications?
Exceedances of secondary standards in groundwater do not constitute pollution, so is no
reporting is required?
Does it apply to all exceedances in the permit? Does this include reporting errors? Lab
errors? Sampling errors?
In view of DEP’s Emergency Rule on Public Notice of Pollution the following question(s) is
generated in regard to the impact/influence to the IR standard operating procedures: (1) Are
currently established thresholds and allowances for pollution (spill) quantities, types,
concentrations, etc. germane for public notification under the Emergency Rule?
Does the rule apply to results above target criteria (soil and/or gw) that is not reportable
under 62-780?
Does Petroleum less than 25 gallons on a pervious surface that is remediated without impact
on surface water or groundwater need to be reported? See Rule 62-761.450, F.A.C.
(detailing reporting requirements for petroleum).
Does hazardous material/waste on a pervious surface that is remediated without impact on
surface water or groundwater need to be reported?
Does a leak of high level disinfection reclaimed water need to be reported, as there would
seem to be no risk to the public?
How does this rule apply to non-point source pollution?
Pollution definition of “biological” (bacteriological) - does it apply to drinking water
incidents - boil water notifications, line repairs, offsets, etc.? Processes are in place for
addressing such issues already.
What about MODEF spills that are responded to in compliance with the FDEP guidance for
mineral oil dielectric fluid emergency response action protocol? That is not a permit, but
FDEP guidance… Do we need to notify for every transformer that goes down or every
spill?
If the spill is to soils only (not expected to leach into groundwater), is it reportable? Based on
the 403 definition of pollution, I think we could argue it is not.
In our NPDES permits, we are required to do confirmation sampling after we detect an
exceedance in a water quality standard. If we have a confirmation sample that does not
confirm a previous result, it appears we don’t need to report under the new rule. This also
should consider toxicity testing which requires repeat sampling.
What happens if I have a permit exceedance? Is this pollution? Does it trigger the
notifications? Does the answer differ depending on whether the exceedance is for surface
water dischargers, land applications (spray fields, ribs), or deep injection wells.
Under the NPDES industrial stormwater program, would an exceedance of the cut-off
concentration for iron in a quarterly stormwater sample require notification? It is our
understanding the cut-off concentrations were established to gauge the effectiveness of the
stormwater pollution prevention plan (SWPPP) developed for the facility and to determine if
there is a need to conduct additional analytical monitoring therefore exceedances are not
considered a permit violation. For example if a stormwater outfall has an iron concentration
of 1.5mg/L would it require notification? If so, which groups would need to be notified?
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What about the application of fertilizer to turf, landscapes, gardens, or even farming
activities? Some may argue that such use could constitute pollution depending on the timing
of storm events, etc. and typically such use is not covered by a DEP permit. Certainly, such
use, however, is “authorized by law” and thus falls outside of the section 403 definition of
pollution. That is, unless the Department adopts the position that any activity that is not
affirmatively authorized by law is de facto prohibited. If that is the case, this rule creates
unlimited liability and extraordinary constraints on commerce, because numerous
unpermitted activities, from filling a gas tank to treating a yard to lighting a bonfire, may be
considered pollution. Please provide clarification on such issues.
Are cross-connections or violations of drinking water standards discovered in the public
water system (source being groundwater or surface water) covered by this rule? In addition,
if a customer tampers with a meter by straight-lining the water service (bypassing the meter),
is this something that would need to be reported under this ruling?
Are wetland impacts considered pollution under this new rule? An example would be if you
had some soil from a storm wash into a wetland area. Would this need to be reported?
What about incidental over-spill from citizens while filling gas tanks?
Are turbid stormwater discharges from construction activities reportable?
Are dewatering discharges reportable?
Noise is listed as a pollutant. Since noise isn’t typically permitted, what would constitute a
reportable incident?

PROSPECTIVITY






Is it correct that this rule will only be applied prospectively (i.e. new incidents causing new
pollution)?
What about historical contamination?
Does the rule apply to discovery of historical contamination that is contained onsite?
What if I am seeking to redevelop a brownfield site? Will I have new requirements imposed
on me and how do I know what my new liabilities are? How would this apply to a third
party performing an independent study for a potential buyer that discovers contamination?
With regards to WCU or petroleum, if we have a plume that is moving, would that be a new
reporting requirement, if it has not gone offsite and a was pre-emergency rule
discharge? What if it did go off-site? Would the new emergency rule notification
procedures be in effect (in addition to the previous off-site notification requirements)?

RESPONSIBLE PERSON





If someone pollutes to the stormwater system, who is responsible for reporting and is
everything downstream considered property owners that need to be notified?
What if a polluter pours a waste product or chemical down a storm drain? Is the local
stormwater utility to perform the notification? Is there a threshold?
If there is a spill on a wastewater utility customer’s property, in their private system (e.g. lift
station or backup), is the burden on the customer or the utility to report?
We are a wastewater utility with an Industrial Pretreatment Program (IPP) that permits
businesses that can impact the sewer collection system – if discharge exceeds their permit
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requirements are they required to notify FDEP and the public directly re notifications, or is it
the responsibility of the IPP to make notification to FDEP and the public
If an owner has a valid contract with a General Contractor for a construction project, and the
contractor, or a sub-contractor spills a pollutant, who has the responsibility to report?
If an event occurs in a public ROW from a private firm, and enters a public receiving system,
who has the obligation to report (pick any combination of public/private)?

INSTALLATION






Is the Department using the definition of “installation” in section 403.031(4), Fla. Stat.?
What is the definition of installation? How does this apply to linear assets, such as pipelines?
It appears that this rule is intended to require reporting by a facility owner/operator. I am
assuming that the rule will not apply to releases from non-facility incidents such as traffic
accidents or unknown sources to air or water. In other words, this is only limited to systems
and not generic release sources not tied to an owner operator.
Guidance or definition of “installation”. Primary concern regarding manholes of collection
system. Since these are located throughout the community, as soon as an overflow occurs it
impacts property other than the installation. Since they are usually located within road or the
right of way, would we need to notify FDOT, electric utility, in addition to property owners?

AFFECTED AREA BEYOND THE PROPERTY BOUNDARY









How do you determine whether there is an “affected area beyond the property boundary”?
This is especially difficult for air emissions.
If you determine the emission is offsite, is there a threshold for determining whether there is
“harm”? For example, can visible emissions at 25% opacity cause harm?
If you determine there is offsite harm, how do you determine the extent of the “affected area”
in order to notify the property owners? Again, this is especially difficult for air emissions.
If an entity had an exceedance of an NPDES permit limit into a surface water such as a river,
how far downstream must that entity notify landowners? What basis would an entity use for
making such determinations?
How will DEP approve or evaluate what an entity deems as an “affected area?” For
example, a government may say that a ditch for some distance is the affected area, while
third parties/public may feel that the ditch draining to a bay or the Gulf is the affected area.
Generally, by the time a SSO has reached any significantly sized downstream waterbody, the
impact has diminished to the extent that it is no longer causing water quality violations.
Utilities already have in place notification procedures (i.e., posting signs at boat ramps,
parks, etc.) to notify the public of health risks associated with sewer overflows, when those
overflows potentially impact downstream waters with recreational potential. This method has
the benefit of notifying both property owners and transient populations that might not
otherwise be aware of the issue.
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POTENTIAL RISK TO THE PUBLIC HEALTH, SAFETY, AND WELFARE


















How do we determine potential risk to safety, health and welfare (without a toxicologist inhouse)?
How do you determine “the potential risk to public health, safety, and welfare”? What
metrics should an entity use? These determinations could require the assembling of
epidemiological and toxicological data specific to that area and the conditions at the time of
the event. This data is likely to not exist and not able to be gathered within the timeframes
allotted. This may be especially difficult within 24 or 48 hours.
Paragraph (3) of the rule requires notification regarding the potential risk within 48 hours,
but DEP’s website states that the potential risk should be included in the 24-hour notice to
DEP under paragraph (1).
Environmental and Health Risk Impacts: nominal vs actual. Significant consideration to the
impact – given the fact the rule was based on two very large scale events.
Specific language for health risk: currently very broad and can lead to misinformation and
overreaction.
How we categorize the risk? (low, medium, high)
Is describing the risk to public health, safety or welfare as “serious” or “nominal” sufficient?
FDEP needs to provide the language to include in notifications as to what is the impact of the
pollutant to public health and the environment, so that everyone is using the same language
and it is correct. For example, what is “the impact for the public to be in contact with surface
waters after a raw sewage spill?”
How do you determine whether public health, safety, or welfare are at risk (or potentially at
risk)? For example, for excess air emissions, would the criteria for risk be a NAAQS
exceedance beyond the property boundary? If so, how should that be determined and within
24 hours? Most facilities don’t have ambient air monitors at the property
boundary. Retaining a consultant to do air modeling on an emergency basis, with a less than
24 hour turnaround, could be infeasible. Will guidelines on how to make such a
determination of risk be provided which are reasonably accurate and defensible without
being overly burdensome?
Does the agency agree that any incident that is below an established Reportable Quantity,
Permit Limit, or qualifies for an existing regulatory exclusion, exception, or exemption in
existing regulations have been determined to not represent “a threat to air, surface waters or
groundwater of the state such that the public health could be at risk”?
Ditches Impacted by SSOs: A majority of urban ditches / channelized stormwater
conveyances will not meet bacteriological water quality standards even in the absence of a
spill. As such, reasonable levels of caution by the general public are appropriate for these
conveyances at all times and the benefit of written notice is limited. Utilities generally post
notification signs in the immediate vicinity of any spill where the waterbody impacts are
greatest, so property owners most affected will already be notified. How do you characterize
a list of “risks” from an SSO?- bacteria, pathogens, etc
When a determination is made by the owner that there is no impact to public health and
safety, what level of record keeping is needed in support of that?
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How would one quantify potential risk to public health, safety or welfare? What is the time
horizon basis for the risk assessment? Do we only concentrate only on acute exposure
effects or are chronic impacts to be considered?
Does the FDEP have standard/recommended language for potential health effects for sewer
spills? For sodium hypochlorite spills? For fuel spills? For hydrofluoric acid spills?
What about “non-hazardous” releases – such as polyphosphates. Are these considered
pollution that triggers the advanced notifications?
Bacteria related issues are particularly tricky. How many samples must be taken to
“release/clear” an area to stop sampling? If can’t get bacteriological results down due to
ambient background how will this be handled? Need clarification on e-coli and enterococci
max daily values.

TIMING














Some of the permit exceedances are not known until the lab has run the analysis. In certain
cases it may take up to 2-weeks to know of the exceedance. How do we go about reporting
an event that may have occurred 2-weeks later when the issue may not be a danger to human
health or environment anymore?
Do they expect separate notifications for the 24 hour and 48 hour requirements or if the
responsible person has information available to answer both requirements in one email within
24 hours, is that okay?
Reporting Timeframes: within the first 24 hour period most agencies are still within the
initial assessment phrase. Erroneous information provided to the public (based on initial
investigation / findings) during this period could lead to significant overreaction and
miscommunication (especially if the information changes dramatically over the following 24
hours).
Property owner determinations – impacts may not be known within 24 hours of an incident.
For example, sewer spills that make it to surface water bodies beyond visual impacts only
testing will determine the extent of the spill impacts. Therefore, 24 hours from the spill may
not be time to determine impacted property owners. We need clarification on impacted
property owners determinations, which will greatly impact our ability to comply with this
rule or potentially face civil or criminal penalties?
24 hours to notify individual property owners in writing if large area impacted is logistically
unrealistic and could create liability unless some guidance is given.
If we elect to mail the neighboring property owner, will we be in compliance as long as it’s
post-marked within 24 hours of becoming aware of potential effects?
How do the timing requirements interplay with testing that may be necessary to determine
nature and extent of potential impacts?
Are special directions given regarding reporting during widespread emergency events;
hurricanes, etc.? Even though this rule was partially triggered by extreme weather conditions,
how will extreme weather conditions be addressed in this rule? For example, during
emergency situations logistics for the timely notification of property owners via written
communication may be hindered by conditions such as power outages, downed trees,
accessibility, or safety.
Is there the potential for an individual on the scene to be in violation if spill is not reported to
owner, till some later time?
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What actually needs to be reported? Amount? Location? Impact to ground/surface
water? Potential Health impacts?
Is there a template to be used for the written notice to the newspaper?
What is the expected/required content of the different notices? DEP’s website describes what
is expected in the notice to DEP within 24 hours, but this is not in the rule. The notice
requirements under (1)(a)-(c), and (3) do not prescribe the content, so presumably can be
different from the notice to DEP.
How are the contents of the 24 hour notice to differ from the 48 hour notice?
Some of the SSOs get washed away by rainfall and end up water bodies, where do you draw
the line about the notification boundaries as far as the neighbors are concerned?
Can we have templates for what the written notices would look like? What risks need to be
listed for SSOs, for reclaimed water, for chlorinated water into a waterbody?
We don’t have email addresses for all property owners, what are acceptable methods of
notification? I.e. door hangers? What if it is a vacant lot?
If a pollutant spill/event/source is determined to be reportable, and requires some time to
repair, is there an additional requirement to report? Can a single report cover the time frame
required to repair or mitigate the effect?
Is the intent of this executive order and subsequent rule to establish a mechanism for public
notification updates for unmitigated releases that affect different areas at different times, e.g.
a plume of contaminants moving through the aquifer impacting different well fields along
their path or an emission cloud from a chemical fire that can impact different locations
depending on atmospheric conditions like wind speed and direction.
In the example of Sanitary Sewer Overflow events reaching a stormwater pond, does signage
posted at potential public access points meet the requirements for written notice as required?
Would excess emissions notifications for air incidents that are allowed under the 2-hr SSM
provision be subject to this rule?
Do the Department and/or the public have to provide a response for the notification to be
considered valid?
Are the notifications to affected property owners the property deed owner (who may live
thousands of miles away) or the resident of the property?
Do all possible constituents have to be listed in public notices or can we refer customers to a
list of potential contaminants or pollutants?
This rule appears to have been drafted with only land and water in mind, as it may be
impractical for air quality incidents. An incident may cover miles of territory, and it may
simply be impossible to notify in writing each property owner within the specified time
period.
Typically for SSOs, we place signage in affected areas—does this constitute written
notification, or does it need to be delivered (door hanger, email, letter) directly to customer?
What is the answer to characterize risk from sewer overflows? This is very important and
needs immediate attention. It would be sensible that it is simple, such sewer spills may
contain bacteria and other compounds that may be a potential risk to human health if
ingested/
If incident is in a municipality, do we have to notify County officials also?
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What if the property owner lives out of the country? (3) requires notification to “property
owner”
 Define what qualifies as “in writing” (e-mails, letters, door hangers, posting signs at the site)
 Please confirm that an email notification to the newspaper for their choice to print is
considered as satisfying the rule.
 Would it be acceptable to post on the county website and let newspaper/broadcasting
agencies know that’s the go-to place if they want to find information for an article and
provide a contact person for questions?
 Is email sufficient written notification? If using email, is there a minimum percentage that
would be required to use this mechanism for public notification? For example, would we
need to have 50% of potentially affected customers? 80%? etc.
 Can robocalls (reverse 911) be used in place of direct written notification? These calls are
automated and sent to each customer. A report of success rate (live person answered, went to
voicemail, no response, disconnected number) is generated for each robocall. It will be very
difficult to implement direct written notice to customers within 24 hrs—we do not have the
staff available to hang door hangers while we are in the middle of responding to an
emergency. And snail mail would take 1-2 days to be delivered. It would also be difficult to
get something written in the media within 24 hrs.
 In the Public Notification section, responsible persons must notify local broadcast television
affiliates (all of them? one of them?) and a newspaper of general circulation in the area of the
contamination. FDEP has indicated that the notification is not a formal notice under Chapter
50 FS but can be an email. Beyond that, the content of this notification is not explained.
 Other than DEP, what are the recipients of the notices under (1)(a)-(c) expected to do with
the information?
 Will FDEP provide standard wording for to use under different scenarios for “potential risk
to public health, safety or welfare?
 Has it been defined who at the local government should be notified? Is the city and county
manager sufficient?
 A delegated City environmental program is an extension of the Mayor and the City Manager;
can we assume that notifying the environmental program constitutes notification for both?
Such notice may be more effective in achieving the stated goals of this rule.
 It is my assumption that FDEP can interpret their rule and recommend in writing (e-mail) any
additional notifications that are triggered by a reported release. This seems like a logical way
to determine what will require public notification.
 Does the City Cable TV channel qualify as the “local broadcast television affiliates”?
 What does “general circulation” mean for a newspaper and can the noticing be done to the
locally owned weekly newspapers instead of the large papers serving multiple counties?
 Affected Property Owner Notifications – Who needs to be notified for sanitary sewer
overflow events that reach flowing waterbodies? Are all property owners along/adjacent to
the affected waterbody considered affected? Or is the owner of the stormwater system
(MS4/State) considered the affected property owner?
 How should notifications be handled in public Rights of Way?
 Are water quality results to be reported to the public as part of the notice?
 For a local government utility with a service area that crosses jurisdictional boundaries –
does the utility have to report to my municipalities senior officials as well as the senior
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officials of the other jurisdiction, just the utility’s, or just to just senior officials of the other
jurisdiction? Similarly, if the “pollution” crosses jurisdictional boundaries – what reporting
and to whom is it required? (and when?)
Is it acceptable to reference website for more complete information for public notification?
Under the NPDES industrial wastewater program, would an exceedance of, e.g. a quarterly
sample for metals (such as lead or copper) require notification to Mayor, City Manager,
General public, and property owners of any affected area if the sample is collected at the
main plant discharge point (property boundary)? If we are required to notify property owners
how would we determine which property owners to notify? Adjacent property owners,
downstream property owners with a specified distance?

RELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER RULES / ORDERS




Am I correct that this rule is in addition to, and not instead of, existing reporting rules? If so,
is the Department going to provide guidance such that requirements are not duplicative?
How are requirements in Consent Orders treated under this mandate?
We would like confirmation that the new public notification requirement does not apply to
historical discharges that are already being addressed under agreements with FDEP
(Remedial Action Plans, Consent Orders, etc).

OTHER UNDEFINED TERMS












Are the terms “incident resulting in pollution” and “discovery of pollution equivalent to
violating a permit limit or other regulatory standard? Or are they equivalent to any currently
reportable incident, which may include events that are not considered violations. Examples
might include: (1) Certain spills are reportable, but may not be considered violations if all
response, notification, cleanup, disposal requirements are met. (2) Malfunctions causing air
emissions which exceed the otherwise applicable permit limit are reportable, but may not be
considered violations if they meet certain criteria (e.g., unavoidable, duration minimized and
in no case more than 2 hours, etc.). The applicability of the rule in general and with respect
to specific cases like these examples should be clearly defined.
How does one determine potentially affected boundaries?
If there a matrix for comparing size of spill vs. size of receiving water for determining
potentially affected boundaries?
Why is the word “contamination” used in 1(c)? How are they defining “contamination”?
What is the definition of incident?
Are discharges only to impermeable surfaces or within containment an "incident of
pollution"?
Does off property mean outside of the city easement/right of way?
Deciding whether a release poses a “threat” could be open to interpretation depending on the
audience.
How does the Department define “risk” or “risk to surrounding areas?”
What is the definition of “local” related to “broadcast television affiliates”?
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